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ABSTRACT

Fourier integral microscopy (FiMic), also referred to as Fourier light field microscopy (FLFM) in the literature,
was recently proposed as an alternative to conventional light field microscopy (LFM). FiMic is designed to
overcome the non-uniform lateral resolution limitation specific to LFM. By inserting a micro-lens array at the
aperture stop of the microscope objective, the Fourier integral microscope directly captures in a single-shot a series
of orthographic views of the scene from different viewpoints. We propose an algorithm for the deconvolution of
FiMic data by combining the well known Maximum Likelihood Expectation (MLEM) method with total variation
(TV) regularization to cope with noise amplification in conventional Richardson-Lucy deconvolution.

Keywords: light field microscopy, Fourier integral imaging, deconvolution, 3D reconstruction, expectation
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1. INTRODUCTION

Plenoptic (microlens-based) imaging1 has been developing based on the principles of integral photography pro-
posed by G. Lippmann in 1908,2 in both photography3–7 and microscopy,8–11 and it now represents a hot topic
in computational imaging. A conventional microscope can be turned into a light field microscope by strategically
inserting a micro-lens array (MLA) into the optical path, in front of the camera sensor, such that both the
spatial and angular light field information is captured in a single shot.8 Similar to light field photography, such
an arrangement allows for various post-acquisition processing possibilities like image refocusing,3,12,13 depth
estimation14–16 or 3D object information retrieval.17–19 Light field microscopy (LFM) has proven very attractive
around applications involving recording highly dynamic biological processes due to its ability to capture the 3D
scene at camera frame rate, without scanning. Demonstrated biological applications include neuro-imaging of
fluorescent vertebrate organisms20–22 and live cell imaging.23

Although LFM has gained great popularity for its scan-less 3D feature, the microscope captures axial infor-
mation at the expense of lateral resolution. This drawback represents the well-known resolution trade-off in light
field imaging.4–8,8, 12,17,24 The initial accompanying methods for retrieving the 3D scene from a captured light
field image were able to render volumes with lateral resolution limited by the count of micro-lenses in the MLA
and axial resolution given by the number of camera pixels behind a micro-lens. More recently, a considerable
research effort exploits the depth-dependent light field sampling rates of the plenoptic imaging devices in order to
improve the recoverable resolution of the 3D imaged scene, via means of computational super-resolution.7,17,18,25

However, due to the depth-varying nature of the sampling patterns of the LFM, the recoverable lateral resolution
is non-uniform across depth and it remains low for some axial ranges, especially around the native object plane
of the original LFM configuration.17,18 On the other hand, hardware variations and extensions were exploited to
address these challenges in LFM. Recent works18,23 discuss the relative placement of the MLA in the optical path
of the LFM, with respect to the camera sensor in order to manipulate the sampling patterns. Similar approaches
were employed in light field photography as well.5,6 Other proposals include wave-front coding techniques for
extended depth of field in LFM,26 simultaneous light field and wide field acquisition systems27 or dual-LFM
devices which combine complementary acquisition parameters.21 While all these proposals target the limitations
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of the LFM to some extent, they usually mitigate the problems and come at further costs like computationally
expensive complementary algorithms or less flexible hardware.

Fourier integral microscopy (FiMic) was recently introduced9 to address the current challenges in conventional
LFM (or integral microscopy). A conventional wide field microscope can be turned into a Fourier integral
microscope (FiMic) by inserting a MLA at the aperture stop of the microscope objective of the host wide field
microscope. This arrangement allows for the camera sensor to directly record orthographic views of the imaged
sample behind each micro-lens in the array and provides extended depth of field and improved uniform lateral
resolution compared to LFM.28 In Guo et al.29 the authors proposed deconvolution of FiMic images by a
wave-based light field point spread function for fluorescent samples, and Cong et al.30 demonstrate impressive
resolution in 3D imaging of neuro-activity in fish larvae using a customized setup based on the Fourier integral
imaging principles.

In this work, we propose a modified deconvolution method to address the noise amplification in the state of the
art Richardson-Lucy31,32 deconvolution in FLFM.29 The iterative update of the optical Richardson-Lucy decon-
volution is based on the well-known Maximum Likelihood Expectation Maximization (MLEM) algorithm.33,34

The modification we introduce here is based on the penalized likelihood method from.35 We employ a total
variation36 minimization penalty on the solution, to preserve the sharp details, while removing noise.37 We
evaluate the proposed method on experimental FiMic images of the USAF-1951 resolution target.

2. THE FOURIER INTEGRAL MICROSCOPE

A FiMic is built by inserting a micro-lens array (MLA) at the back aperture stop (AS) of a conventional
microscope objective (MO). The camera sensor then captures, behind each of the micro-lenses, a collection of
views (elemental images) of the imaged object sample.
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Figure 1. Image formation in FiMic: The microscope illustrated here matches our experimental setup and makes use of an
optical relay system (RL1 and RL2 with focal lengths f1 and f2) to conjugate the back aperture (AS) of the microscope
objective (MO) with the MLA. While in theory the MLA is inserted at the AS of the MO, in practice the back aperture
is usually not accessible in commercial objectives, so we use a relay system to circumvent this limitation. A source point
o(ox, oy, oz) in front of the MO has a conjugate image by the RL1 lens. Then the RL2 lens picks up this image and
elemental images (EIs) are formed behind each micro-lens as the light propagates to the camera sensor plane (CCD).
When f1 6= f2, the relay system introduces extra magnification to the system. fobj represents the MO focal length. The
field stop (FS) determines both the size of the EIs and of the microscope’s field of view. The FS ensures optimal sensor
coverage with overlapping of the EIs.
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Figure 1 shows a ray diagram to describe the forward light propagation from a point source in front of the
MO to the camera sensor plane and introduces the key components of the FiMic. For practical reasons we use
an optical relay system (formed by the two lenses RL1 and RL2) to conjugate the AS plane with the MLA plane,
as the AS is usually not mechanically accessible in commercially available microscope objectives. The relay may
also contribute to the total system magnification when the focal lengths do not match, f1 6= f2. Moving further
on the diagram, the size of the field stop (FS) controls the size of the elemental images (EIs) and a properly
sized FS ensures the EIs optimally cover the sensor plane, without overlapping. Implicitly, the FS controls the
field of view (FOV) of the FiMic as well.

A source point, o(ox, oy, z) at the native object plane (NOP) in front of the microscope, has a conjugate
image by the first relay lens (RL1), at the field stop plane (FS). This intermediate image is then picked up by
the second relay lens, RL2, and magnified images of the FS, formed behind each micro-lens are recorded by the
camera as the light propagates to the sensor plane.

3. DECONVOLUTION

In this section we describe the reconstruction process of computing a 3D volume from a raw light field image.
Starting from the raw noisy light field sensor measurements m = (mj)j∈J acquired by pixels j ∈ J (where
|J | = m) we aim at retrieving the fluorescence intensity at each discrete point in the imaged 3D object that
produced the measurements. We represent the discretized object volume u by a vector of coefficients (ui)i∈I
with |I| = n.

3.1 Expectation maximization algorithm

Due to the low photon counts in fluorescence microscopy, we define the number of photons emitted at voxel i
and detected by sensor element j as random variables zji with zji ∼ Poisson(uiaji), which we combine into the
the iid random vector z = (zji)j∈J,i∈I , with aji denoting the detection probabilities:

aji = P
(
photon detected at sensor element j | photon emitted from voxel i

)
. (1)

Then our measurements m = (mj)j∈J arise from zji as mj =
∑

i∈I uiaji yielding the stochastic imaging model:

m ∼ Poisson(Au), (2)

where the operator A = (aji)j∈J,i∈I describes the light field forward propagation model. In this paper, we use a
diffraction-aware light propagation model, similar to the one introduced in Guo et al.29 Conversely, a previously
measured light field point spread function, as in Cong et al.,30 could be employed. A detailed description of such
forward models is out of the scope of this work and we refer the interested reader to the various literature on
light field forward models.17,18,26,29,38

If we regard z as the complete version of the incomplete data m, the Expectation Maximization (EM)
approach31,33,34 aims at finding the maximum likelihood estimate uML for the unknown u, that maximizes the
joint probability density (likelihood):

l (z | u) =
∏
j∈J

∏
i∈I

e−uiaji
(uiaji)

zji

zji!
. (3)

For convenience, we consider the estimation of u by maximizing the alternative Poisson log-likelihood:

L(u) = ln l (z | u) =
∑
j∈J

∑
i∈I

uiaji + zji lnxiaji − ln zji!. (4)

The EM algorithm provides an iterative two-step scheme for increasing the likelihood of the current estimate, u.
In the first step, z is estimated by computing the conditional expectation E(zij |m,u), and in the second step,
the maximum likelihood estimate of u is found, starting from an initial guess u0:
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In matrix-vector notation, the well known MLEM (Richardson-Lucy31) iterative update scheme reads:

uk+1 =
uk

AT1

[
AT m

Auk

]
. (7)

3.2 Penalized likelihood

If we further assume that we have prior information about our solution, it is appropriate to estimate u by
maximizing the penalized log-likelihood,35 L(u)− λJ(u) instead:

argmax
u

∑
j∈J

∑
i∈I

uiaji + zji lnxiaji − J(u), (8)

where the prior J(u) could, for example, represent a roughness functional and λ a smoothing parameter, as we
will see in the next section.

To find a maximizer of the penalized likelihood, we adopt the explicit one step late (OSL) algorithm,35 and
the iterative update scheme in eq. 7 now becomes:

uk+1 =
uk

AT1 + λ ∗ (DJ(u)k)

[
AT m

Auk

]
, (9)

where D denotes the derivative operator.

3.3 Total variation regularization

In this section we assume a smoothness requirement on the discrete solution u. Rudin et al.36 introduced the
total variation (TV) regularization for imaging problems to preserve sharp structures, while removing noise in
the images. The roughness penalty functional, defined by the TV of the solution u is:

J(u) = |u|TV. (10)

Here we employ the anisotropic discretization of the TV norm:39

|u|TV =
∑
i

(|(∇xu)i|+ |(∇yu)i|) , (11)

where ∇xu and ∇yu are the horizontal and vertical derivatives, which are discretized here as one-sided forward
differences.40

When minimizing the negative penalized log-likelihood, −L(u)+λJ(u)), the minimizer of the J(u) functional
satisfies the corresponding Euler-Lagrange equation, div ∇u

|∇u| = 0 and the update scheme of the OSL algorithm

with TV regularization finally reads:

uk+1 =
uk

AT1 + λ ∗ div( ∇u
|∇u| )k

[
AT m

Auk

]
. (12)
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4. RESULTS

We evaluate the proposed deconvolution method using experimentally acquired images of the USAF-1951 res-
olution target with our custom-built FiMic containing a MLA with fml = 6, 5mm, µlens = 1.0mm (AMUS
APH-Q-P1000-R2.95) and an infinity corrected MO (fobj = 9.0mm and NAobj = 0.4). The optical relay system
consisted of the RL1 and RL2 lenses with focal lengths f1 = 125mm and f2 = 200mm, respectively. The images
were recorded with a CMOS camera (EO-5012c 1/2”) with pixel pitch ρpx = 2, 2µm.

Figure 2 shows a raw light field image, the zoomed-in central EI and a close-up on groups 6 and 7 of the
target. The raw image resolves up to element 6.4, when we check for the existence of an intensity dip of about
25%.

Central EI

Figure 2. Left: Raw light field image of the USAF-1951 resolution target captured with our experimental FiMic setup.
Center: Central elemental image. Right: Zoomed-in image of groups 6 and 7 of the USAF target.

We reconstructed the resolution target using both the MLEM algorithm and the OSL-TV algorithm to
demonstrate the benefits of the regularization when performing deconvolution of FiMic data. For both schemes,
we performed 100 iterations. Figure 3 (left) displays the result of the MLEM algorithm, where the improvement
over the raw central EI in Figure 2 are evident. The deconvolved image resolves up to element 7.1 as shown
in the close-up. However, the MLEM reconstruction suffers from artifacts, as emphasized in the close-ups. In
Figure 3 (right) the OSL-TV manages to remove these artifacts producing smooth homogeneous regions (see
the white squared region), while preserving the sharp details of the image (element 7.1 is still resolved). We
encourage the reader to zoom into the figure for a better visual comparison.

5. CONCLUSION

In this work we proposed a deconvolution method for FiMic light field images, based on the well known
Expectation-Maximization algorithm and augmented with total variation regularization to deal with noise. We
demonstrated, using experimental images, the proposed method produces superior reconstruction results over
the state of the art deconvolution by removing the noise artifacts while preserving the sharp details in the data.

6. IMPLEMENTATION

The implementation of the methods described in this paper are available as part of our 3D reconstruction
framework for light field microscopy oLaF, available at: https://gitlab.lrz.de/IP/olaf.41
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Figure 3. Left: The MLEM reconstruction of the USAF resolution target resolved up to element 7.1. While, the decon-
volved image shows an overall improved appearance over the raw light field image in Figure 2, it exhibits artifacts as
highlighted in the close-up regions. Right: The OSL-TV (λ = 0.001) produces a smooth reconstruction, while preserving
the sharp discontinuities as expected.
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